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EASTERN WELCOMES VISITORS TODAY
MUSIC CAMP Madison County in
APPLICATIONS Organization Meet
ARE RECEIVED
*

Summer Camp for High
School Musicians from Entire State to Open
June 8th
GIVE

SCHOLARSHIPS

Applications for membership In
Eastern's summer music camp for
high school students received by
James E. Van Peursem, director of
music at Eastern, Indicate that
more than one hundred high school
musicians from over the state will
enroll for the five-week camp
open June 8.
The camp to be conducted on
Eastern's campus wiil offer a wide
variety of musical opportunities
and recreational advantages.
A free scholarship Including the
cost of, instruction will be awarded
each student accepted for camp
membership. The total camp g$>
penses, Including room, board, and
Incidental fee, will be only $32.50
for the five weeks.
High school musicians and members of high school bands and orchestras will be accepted for enrollment. Members of the 1936
graduating classes may also enter
the camp. Applicants must be recommended by their high school superintendent or principal and music supervisor.
«
Orchestra -and band concerts by
the camp band and orchestra will
be a regular weekly feature of the
camp program. At least two such
concerts will be held each week, on
the campus.
Students may enroll .for orchestra, band, chorus, and' ensemble
work. Classes will be offered In
conducting music appreciation and
drum majoring. Private study in
piano, harp, voice, violin, cello, bod
band and orchestra Instruments
will also be offered.
Numerous recreational activities
will be a dally feature of the camp
program. Such sports as swimming, tennis, diamond ball, and
track and field will be sponsored
by the physical education staff.
Many social activities will be held,
including oances In the college
gymnasium.
The camp faculty will consist of
James E. Van Peursem, music director at Eastern, who will hare
general charge of camp activities;
Henri Schnabl, director of Portsmouth, O., bands, will be camp
band and orchestra director and
will offer private Instruction in
band and orchestra instruments.
Other members of the camp faculty are Miss Brown E. Telford,
piano, pipe organ, and harp; Ralph
Rlgby, wind instruments; Mrs.
Helen Lutes, violin; Miss Jane
Campbell, cello, all members of the
music staff at Eastern.
Camp recreational activities will
be in general charge of Thomas
E. McDonough, director of physical education, assisted by Miss
Eliza Hughes, Miss Gertrude M.
Hood, Charles T. Hughes, George
N. Hembree, Tom C. Samuels, and
Coach Rome Rankln.
The camp health staff will be
Dr. J. D. Karris, college physician,
and Miss Edna White, registered
nurse.
O
-—

Students from Madison county
recently held an organization meeting in the Brook auditorium, in an
effort to establish a permanent
Madison County Club.
The meeting was opened by Mrs.
Helen Hull Lutes, who briefly addressed the group on the alms and
the- purposes of the club. The
meeting was then presided over by
Robert Terrill, who conducted the
election of officers.
After the balloting, the following
officers were chosen: President,
Jack McCord; vice-presid nt, Bush
Black; secretary-treasurer, Louise
Hughes.
Following the elections a committee was appointed to formulate
plans for visiting all the schools In
the county.

3LTC BANQUET

Naomi Gritton is
Given State Pogt
Miss Namoi Gritton, a major in
home economics, was elected president of the State Student Home
Economics Clubs Association at) the
annual convention of the home economics body In Louisville during
the K. E. A. convention. Miss
Gritton, a sophomore, makes her
home In Harrodsburg.
At this convention of home economics clubs. Miss Sally Terry represented Eastern and gave a report
of the work and activities of Eastern home economics club. Other
members of the club attended.
The association voted that the
fall convention would be held on
Eastern's campus in October, 1036
-O
_

Physical Education
Club Meets Thursday
There will be a meeting of the
Physical Education club Thursday,
May 7, at 7 p. m., In the Weaver
Health Building, Room 304. The
purpose of this meeting la to make
plans for the sponsorship of a swimming meet this semester and for an
outing of the majors and minors
in Physical Education. It is Imperative that all members be present
for this meeting.
At the last meeting of the Physical Education club officers for the
rest of this term were elected as
follows:
Puson Smith, president; Edmond
Hesser, vice-president; and Mayme
Hamilton, secretary-rteasurar.

IS SCHEDULED
FOR MAY 9TH
-S

Little Theater Group Invites
Dr. Saxon As Guest
Speaker
For
Affair
TERRILL

TOASTMASTER

The Little Theater Club will hold
their annual banquet on Saturday
evening, May 9, In the main dining
room of the Glyndon Hotel, at 7
ofclock. Members of the Little
Theatre Club and their guests are
invited.
Bob Terrill, prominent senior and
past president of the club, has been
selected as toastoaster for the evening, and Dr. Edward Saxon, head
of the department of English at
Transylvania University, will be the
guest speaker. Dr. Saxon has had
much experience In the field of the
theatre, and Is reported to be well
informed on the present-day situations la the theatrical world.
Miss Pearl Buchanan, sponsor
and coach of the club, reports that
the rehearsals of "Taming of the
Shrew" are progressing rapidly,
and that a well drilled cast will
take the bonds' on Monday evening, May 25. At present the players are rehearsing three times a
week.
Below Is the entire cast of the
Shakespearean play:
Christopher Sly..Donald Michelson
A Lord.nnii■■ ■■..■■-Hiram Brock
Huntsmen
Paul McGinnls
Bartholamew
George Scharf
Baptists
Jack Hughes
Vlncentlo
Edward Mavltv
Lucentio
James Hart
Bioodello
Joseph Meccla
Tranlo
Norbert Rechtln
Gremio
Jack McCord
Hortensio
Thomas Parris
Petruchlo
Robert Terrill
Grumlo
Kelly Clore
Peter
Marshall Ney
Nathaniel
Russell Chllds
Pedant
W. P. Worthington
Bucephalus
"
Jerome Brassier & Carl yeager
Katherine
Lena Rue Oayweod
Bianca
Nelva Richardson
Curtis
Lucille Case
Petruchlo's maid....Ann Margtttay
Lady In Waiting
Nell Elisabeth Ogden
Dancers at wedding
Virginia Winter, Ruth Perry,
Pearl Hendren, Mildred Abrams
Tailor
Charles Warner

2 NAMED ON
ROTC STAFF
Majors Picketi and Gallaher,
U. S. A. Assigned to Artillery Unit At Eastern
FORD IS ALREADY HERB
By direction of the president, Major Christlancy Plckett, field artillery, has been detailed at Eastern
Teachers College on the staff to
have charge of the ROTO unit established by the federal government
to begin operation In September.
Major Pickett's assignment Is to
take effect upon completion of his
present tour of foreign service.
Major Charles W. OaUaher Is also
a member of the military staff.
Captain W. W. Ford is already at
the college organising the work for
neat year. All military work will be
under the rmsntiHitfp —parvlshi oi
officers of the regular army who
have been specially selected for this
duty.
Equipment and supples are being
received at the ooOesje and materials assembled for the wait. This division will offer a eessplete fouryear schedule of wIMhuj training,
with instruction in Use flew artuTery
branch, to be divided tato baste and
advanced courses of two years each.
Both baste and advanced courses
will be elective.

DEBATE SQUAD

BIG DAY'S
PROGRAM IS
ANNOUNCED
Music, Entertainment, Sport
Events and Tour of
Campus Planned
PRESIDENT IS TO SPEAK .

More than one thousand high
school guests will receive a heartv
welcome from the faculty and student body of Eastern Teachers College today when they arrive on the
campus to take part in the first
High School Day celebration.
Today has been set aside by Eastern in honor of the many seniors
wno will be completing their high
school work this year. It is the hope
cf the college authorities that this
occasion wul give the high school
people in the vicinity of Richmond
an opportunity to become better acquainted with Eastern and the service which the Institution is rendering the State; and that it will Inspire in the high school graduates a
desire to make the most of the opAbove is pictured Eastern's var- feale, Dr. Saul Hounchell, coach; INeale and Clore were the affirml- portunities which are offered them.
sity debate squad and coach. Sit- and Donald Michelson. Standing tive team, and Wllcox and Michelson
The complete program for the
ting from left to right are: James | are Kelly Clore and Lucien Wllcox. | were the negative team.
day follows:

M'DONOUGH IS
GROUP HEAD
Membern of Physical Education Department Elected
President of Assoiiation
AT

LOUISVILLE

MEET

Dinner Dance for
Basketball Squads
A dinner-dance will be held in
honor of the freshman and varsity
basketball teams tomorrow evening
at the recreation room and the
small gym. The dinner will begin
at 7 p. m. and the dance is scheduled to start at 9 p. m.
More than 100 guests have been
Invited to this function which has
been arranged by a committee composed of Mrs. Emma Y. Case, dean
of women; Dr. J. D. Parris, T. E.
McDonough, Otwell Rankln, and
Paul Demolsey. Guests of honor
will Include: President and Mrs.
H. L. Donovan, and Dr. O. F.
Hume.
Gordon Nash and his orchestra
will furnish the music for the occasion.

Mr. Thomas E. McDonough, head
of the physical education and health
department of Eastern, was elected
president of the Kentucky Health
and Physical Education Association
at a dinner meeting In the Brown
Hotel during the Kentucky Education Association convention.
Mr. McDonough succeeds Mr. C.
V. Money of the University of Louis.
vllle to the office. Mr. Sharmolx
of the same school system was made
secretary and treasurer.
According to the newly elected
president, the main objective of the
association for the coming year is
to promote physical education. The
platform of the group is to endeavor
to secure a director of physical education in the state department of
education and to have physical edu- First in Tragedy and Comedy
cation sections In all educational
Divisions in Dramatic
meetings In order to get health
Tournament
and physical education before the
administrators.
Mr. McDonough also presided at
AT
EASTERN
the section meeting of the Men Col- HELD
lege Physical Education during the
American Physical Education AssoThe seventh annual High School
ciation meeting, which he and Mr.
Dramatic Tournament sponsored by
O. T. Hughes attended.
the Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College closed last week, with
Henry Clay High school of Lexington winning the tragedy division of the tourney and Oddville
High school, Harrison county, winning the comedy section. Thirteen
high schools presented plays In the
Fifty Piece Musical Outfit two-day tournament.
The runners-up were Highlands
Takes Part in Mammoth
High school, Ft. Thomas, In tragedy and Carter High, Carter counDerby Parade
ty, In comedy. Each of the winning casts was awarded a hand2000 MUSICIANS PLAY some sllveff loving cup. The Henry
Clay High group was coached by
Miss Susan E. Miller; the Oddville
Eastern's flftys>iece band, under cast by Miss Dorothy Bishop.
the direction of >Prof. James E.
The individual awards In the
Van Puersem, took part In the tragedy
group went to Miss Sara
mammoth carnival parade at Lou- McLean of
Clay High school
isville Wednesday which was a part and Cyrus Henry
Adams of the Highof- Festival Week, a week of fes- lands High in Ft. Thomas. Miss
tivities preceeding the Kentucky Mary Elizabeth Whltaker of OddDerby. Bands from Purdue, the ville High school received the troUniversity of Kentucky, and from phy for the best acting In the comother colleges and high schools edy division and Richard Brown
thruout the state, numbering about of the same school was Judged the
2,000 musicians, took part in the best boy player in this group.
celebration.
Thousands of spectators filling The all-tournament cast for the
the grandstands and the sidewalks tragedy group follows; B. P. Allen,
along the line of march thrilled to Jack Marcum, and Lois Morgan,
the martial music of the numerous Berea; Hayden Igleheart, Marilyn
bands and drum and bugle corps Hleatt, and Virginia Blaydes, Shelas* each- body of musicians, clad by vllle; Ralph Mohney, William
In brightly colored uniforms, filed Tudor, Norman Ham, William
beneath gay-colored banners and Strotz, and Jayne Well, Lexington;
Ernest Harris, Lorene Wilson, and
bunting flying overhead.
Elaborately decorated floats rep- Grace. Maggard .Richmond; Walter
resenting various business houses Lee Cloyd, Roy Cromer, and Embry
and civic organizations In the city McKeehan, Corbin; David Goin,
added a touch of richness to the and Shelley Seattle, Frankfort; Joe
parade. And beautiful Kentucky Phrtster and Joan Smith, Ft.
maids decorating the tops of these Tromas.
floats with their prensence im- The all-tournament cast for the
pressed upon the out of state visi- comedy division was made up of
tors the old Kentucky slogan that Charles Conley, Wesley Chapel,
"Kentucky Is known for its fast Thelma Keith and Mary B. Thomas
of Camargo High school, Monthorses and beautiful women."
The parade was only a portion gomery county; Lawrence Fultz,
of the festlvlUes which have been Thelma Blevins, and Cahrlotte
in progress in the Kentucky me- Cartee of Carter High, Carter
tropolis during the* past week county; Loraine Hunt, Oddville
which Included the all-Kentucky High, Harrison county; Chester
reunion, the hill-billy band con- Rhodus and Jewel Dean Scrivner
tests, the Carnival Night parade, of Klrksvule High, Madison county.
the convention of Kentucky Colo- Each member of the all-tournanels—and the crowning event to- ment casts was awarded a certificate of excellence in dramatics.
morrow—the Kentucky Derby.

HENRY CLAY,
ODDVILLE WIN

EASTERN BAND
IN BIG PARADE

SPORT PARADE
AT GYM TODAY
College Students in Physical
Ed Demonstration for Visitors, Band to Play
A physical education demonstration in the Weaver Health Building
will be staged this afternoon for
the entertainment of Eastern's visitors. The fifty-piece college band
will furnish music for the occasion.
The program, in charge of Thomas E. McDonough, director of physical education, follows:
EASTERN'S MOST POPULAR
SPORTS
Football
Basketball Track
Tennis
Golf
Playground Baseball
" PLAYS AND GAMES—MEN
Mr. Hembree
Pass and Sit Relay
Hang On
Double Circle Grab
BOXING AND WRESTLING
Cummins and Greenwell
PLAYS AND GAMES—WOMEN
Mr. Hughes
Circle Games
MODERN DANCING—Miss Hughes
MASS DRILL, BASEBALL SKILLS
Mr. McDonough
a RELAYS—Mr. Hembree
RHYTHMS—Miss Hood
PYRAMIDS—Mr. Hembree and Mr.'
McDonough
TEAM GAMES—Mr. Rankin
Volley Ball
Aerial Dart
CLOGGING—Miss Hughes and Miss
Hood
SWIMMING AND DIVING—Pool
Miss Hugnes and Mr. Hesser
VARSITY AND INTRAMURAL
ACTIVITIES
Demonstration — Touch Football.
Athletic Field—High School Boys,
3:15 p. m.
Tennis, Track and Baseball Practice
—Mr. Rankin, 3:15 to 5:00 p. m.
Golf Match—Centre vs. Eastern.
Richmond Golf Club, 3:00 to 5:00
p. m.

9:00- 9:50 Registration of guests
in the Administration
Building
9:50-10:50 Assembly program In
the Hiram Brock Auditorium
Organ Prelude — Miss
Brown E. Telford.
Devotional—Dr. Frank
N. Tinder, Pastor of the
First Christian Church.
«
Richmond, Ky.
Welcome Address—Dr.
H. L. Donovan, President Eastern Kentucky
State Teachers College
Singing — Men's and
Women's Glee Clubs
One - Act Play — Little
Theatre Club
11:00-12:00 Directed Campus Tours
12:00- 1:00 Lunch (visitors will be
guests of the college
lor lunch)
1:00- 2:00 Free time
2:00-3:00 Physical education program In the Weaver
Health Building
3:00- 3:30 Farewell program In
the recreation room oi
Burnam Hall.
O

Goya Concert Here
Pleases Audience
By IRVIN SANFORD
Tapping castanets!
Clicking
heels, flashing eyes, riot of colorViva Fiesta! Tis not fiesta time
but Senorita Carola Goya who
brought to the stage of Hiram
Brock auditorium in her own inimitable way the dances of her native land. The vivacious senorita
proved herself mistress of the Spanish dances, likewise radiating beauty
charm, and grace.
Senor Otero, supreme dance master of Spain says of Miss Goya,
"Carola Goya gives the true essence
of the Spanish dance. All of her
tradition dances are absolutely
authentic In form and feeling. She
Is taking to other countries the
Spanish dance as it really is."
Miss Goya's Caballo, Caprlchose
reminded many of Ted Shawn's Interpretation of the Spanish dance.
Miss Goya was ably assisted by
Norman Secon, pianist and Beatrice Burford, harpist. Miss Burford's rendition of harp solos was
greatly appreciated by the audience
judging from the calls.
Senorita Goya's appearance marked the conclusion of the concert season sponsored by the Cooperative
Concert Asslcatlon.

Work Is Finished Mary Jo Leeds in
On Eastern Road
Violin Recital
A- thlrjy-foot concrete drive
through the campus of the Eastern
Ky. State Teachers College has been
completed by the WPA at a total
cost of $9,675 to the federal government. Of the amount expended
on the project $5,061 went for materials and $4,614 for.labor. The
labor expenditure provided a total
of 1850 man months of work for
the unemployed men of Richmond.
The drive extends al] the way
through the campus and as soon as
the landscaping Is completed will be
fringed with flowers and shrubs. It
will be a thing of beauty and service to the hundreds of students and
nearby citizens who will use It every
day. The new drive replaces an old
macadamized street that was constructed In the early days of the
col]ege and had become wholly Inadequate for the present day needs
of the growing institution.

Mary Jo Leeds, who recently won
high honors in the state high
school music contests, will give a
private recital In violin on Monday,
May 18.
Miss Leeds Is now completing
four and a half years of private
study on the violin, and will be
prepared to execute a difficult program for her first private recital.
She Is a freshman In the Model
High school, where she takes a
prominent part In all musical activities. Mary Jo Is a member of
the college string quartet, member
of the Model High string quartet,
the college orchestra, the Model
High orchestra, the college band,
and the high school band.
Miss Louise Hughes, an Eastern
senior, will accompany the high
school violinist on the piano, and
Edwin Barnes, sophomore baritone,
will assist In the recital.

.
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Eastern Progress
Member of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
Entered In the Postofilce at RlcnKy., as seconu-class matter.
EDITORIAL BTAFP
Donald Mlchelson, '3d
Co-Editor
Morris Creech, "87
co-Editor
Kelly Clare, '37
spoirs Editor
Agnes Edmunds, "38.feature Editor
Betsy Anderson, 'a/..society Writer
Margaret WiUoughby, "47......
Society Writer
W. L. Keene..
faculty Sponsor
Margaret Benton, '38, Sec. to Editors
BU8LNE8S STAFF
Allen McManus, "37
Adv. Mgr.
Kenneth Uerron, 'aa — Asst. Mgr.
Vemon Davis, *37
Asst. Mgr
Billy Adams, '39
Lilian Bower

proportion to the per capita expenditures, for today the annual
outlay for the federal government
alone amounts to $63 for .every
person in the United States.
Further figures Indicate, a similar
increase' In the cost of state, city,
and county governments. The states
are now spending at the rate of
more than $20 per Inhabitant each
year; county government costs
about $13; while city, town, and
village governments average about
$45 per person. The total per
capita expenditure amounts to
$1371

If these figures are correct, all
governmental costs— federal, stafe.
OJJKOULATION STAFF
Roger Wilson, "36,
Clrcu. Mgr and local—come to about $17,000,Lloyd Ooodlett, '36
* 000,000 or a little more. This
J. D. Tolbert, '38..Exchange Edltot
abouts to approximately one-third
RBPORTORIAL STAFF
of the total income of the country.
Charles Warner, 37
For every $2 an individual spends
Jack McCord, '37
H. Fulkerson, 'da
upon himself or his family, he
Virginia Winters, '39
must
hand over $1 to the governPaul McGlnnis, '37
Milton Feinsteln, '39
ment.
James Dykes, "iv
Lemuel stamper, '36
There are two chief reasons for
Pleas Mobley, '37
the rapid Increase In the expendiPROQRES8 PLATFORM
tures—war and relief. Thirty years
Tne esUDiishment ot an active
ago the country had not gone thru
student council.
A more active alumni association. a World War. It did not have to
Further expansion in the athletic
pay interest on a huge national
program.
ureater participation in Intra- debt and did not have to pay tremural athletics.
mendous sums to veterans. International conditions seemed more
Track and Field
We admit that in this era of the stable so that the people did not
Great God Footba.L, there Is little (eel under necessity of preparing
use In glorifying any other sport so feverishly for future wars. And
(excepting baseball and basketball) nearly all the people at that time
in the average small college. Here were able to find work so as to
at Eastern those three sports re- take care of themselves and their
ceive all the praise and attention, families.
while other forms of athletics,
When the U. 8 . entered the
equally noble, are totally disre- World War, the national debt was
garded.
only about $1,000,000,000. But the

their attitude can be changed by
the foundation of something like
the Farmers' Independence Council of America.
• It would be' grevlous enough
If these gentlemen wanted to share
the rewards of the farmers and
also pretended to make them "independent;" Independent enough to
be exploited by this organization,
but they have gone further than
that. They use their money to
"protect the constitution" by arousing the basest sort of race prejudice. They have circulated a photograph of Mrs. Roosevelt leaving
a Negro college in the company of
two Negroes. It is of these passionate constitution defenders that
we must beware. We hope that
people will take note of the manner In which their unofficial constitution defenders are conducting
themselves.

GLEANINGS
Confesses a popular columnist:
T have never been one of those
who sneer at people who give good
advice. On the contrary, I realize
that if I had followed all the good
advice that has been given me since
my birth, I should be a beter man
than I am. My nurse was right;
my uncle was .right; my schoolmasters were right; my professors
were right. I rejected their advice,
It Is true, but even at the time I
suspected that most of it was
sound."

One hardly ever hears of a woman cashier running away with her
employer's money, but when she
does she generally takes the boss
For some years the physical edu- war cost money. In addition to along with her.
cation department has made some the tremendous sums raised at this
half-hearted attempts to organize tune by the government for carryThe American Mercury claims
freshman and varsity track teams ing on the war, a debt of $25,000,- that careful investigation has esbut has made little headway. Each 000,000 was contracted. The public tablished that a full-blown New
year In the intercollegiate track, debt was cut down during the years Dealer believes the following:
championships. Eastern's few track- following the war until It was only
The house of Morgan forced the
men manage to score a point or about $16,000,000,000. Then the de- United States into the World War,
i
two, but the average track fan does pression broke.
Since then the was Instrumental In sinking the
not even know that Eastern Is com- debt has about doubled.
Luistanla, Titanic and Vestrls, set
the Irtquols Theater afire, and Is
peting.
Relief In its various .orms toCertainly It cannot be said that day probably costs six to eight directly responsible for the poor
we have no track material here. times as much as the entire "cost showing of the Washington SenaIn any school where there are a of the federal government 30 years tors In the 1935 baseball season.
That the 1935 Literary Digest poll
handful of males possessing two ago. About $3,000,000,000 annually
is
a capitalist plot. (In 1932 it was
arms and two legs apiece there is has been spent for relief in -the
O. K.).
a potential track team. Running is past three years.
That farmers ought to get double
the most natural function man
It would doubtless be possible to
knows, whether it be in the form cut down the expenses of the gov- prices for everything they grow and
of a cltlaan dashing for an elusive ernment quite a little If we could a discount' of fifty percent on
street car, or Pheldlppedes carry- have the wisest conceivable admin- everything they buy.
O
ing the news of Marathon to istration. But if we want the costs
MOTHER'S DAY POEM
Athens. It would be enough to of the national government to be
When shades of night are falling
say of track athletics that It is lowered to any great extent, two
And shadows come creeping nigh,
We think of our dear Mothers
wholesome and healthful exercise. things must happen.
First, we
Far away, yet nearby.
But It Is more than that. Track must pay for the last war and so
We
think of them back home
competition is an individual effort. arrange our International affairs
As they toil the livelong day,
There are no teammates upon that war In the future will be im- Without uttering a murmur,
Nor expecting any pay.
whom to lean when the going is probable if not Impossible and
tough. There are no substitutes to second, we must solve our economic They have always been a pal to us.
In sorrow, pain, and stress.
finish for you that last killing hun- problems so that nearly all the They teach us places we should go.
And show us how to dress.
dred yards in the quarter-mile American prople will be able again
dash. A great amount of charac- to take cars of themselves.
They teach us things we'll have to
do.
ter development Is Involved In that
—M. C.
And trials we'll have to bear.
Individual effort. Each must "sink
They have also scolded us someO
times,
or awln;" no quarter Is given.
But that has been quite rare.
Noble Dirt Farmers
Then, too, track requires diligent
We do not question the fact that A Boy's best friend Is his Mother,
Whose affections are brave, and
and conscientious training, which
In the New Deal the farmers have
true.
If religiously carried out breeds i received a sizeable part of the There will never be another
That love us as they do.
great amount of self-discipline.
"gravy." And it is well enough
Let's
treat our Mothers with kindFor the general Information of that they have. After all, they are
ness.
the student body, there Is an of- majority of our population, and
Be courteous, kind in tone.
ficial track team on this campus agriculture is one of our biggest For when cold death receives them,
Our best friend has gone home.
for freshmen and varsity men, and economic endeavors. We do not
—Oakley E. Lanham
O
the best of equipment is at their mean to infer that this "gravy"
disposal. There Is a corps of has been fairly distributed among
coaches who are more than willing the farmers, or that the lowly tento give the track candidate In- ant has received his just share.
struction. The first meet Is sched- Bu| "gravy" has been their diet
uled for May 9, an interclass af- and they are thriving on It.
fair. Let us hope that all men inIt Is a sort of strange pheterested In track and field will re- nomena in this world that whenport to Coaches Rankln and ever something Is given away free,
Samuels at once.
there Is always an outside crowd
O
that manages to get in on the premiums'. So w? are not surprised
" Cost of Government
People are becoming alarmed at to find such dirt farmers, as duthe increasing costs of the Ameri- Pont. Sloan, Ogden Mills, and a
can government. Figures recently bevy of other gentlemen who, when
released show that the cost of the not engaged In tilling the soil, are
federal government in the United presidents of banks, manufacturers
States has gone up 900 percent of munitions, oil magnates, and exduring the last thirty years. These ecutives of mercantile houses, Join
figures show that at the turn of the ranks of the Farmers' Indethe century the U. 8. government pendence Council of America. These This coupon good for 5c
was spwyiing money at the rate of grizzled agrarians believe that if on any purchase of 50c at
,
$4.50 par person. The population farmers can be bribed by the AAA our store.
doles
to
favor
Mr.
Roosevelt,
then
has grown sine© then but not in

I am worth

SPORTS EDITOR FINDS PILLE
ELATED AT PROSPECTS OF TRIP
Every locality has its own list of
"signs of spring." In some places,
the appearance of the robin indicates' the presence of spring, while
others the return of the hurdygurdy, three-year-old song hits et
al, Is conclusive proof of springtide. Here on our campus we know
that when an extra night watchman
Is placed on duty "spring has
came," and one better sharpen up
his courting technique
One of
our married friends says that he
knows spring has arrived when his
wife reminds him "I haven't a
thing to wear."
What worries us
is how do the wives of the nudist
colonies complain to indicate that
spring has arrived—We are
thankful that the weather always
offers a topic for conversation as
well as an opportunity for muddled brained columnist to grind
out copy—But still you must admit the weather has been most unseasonable and discouraging. Why,
winter is lingering in the lap of
spring so long that the neighbors
are beginning to talk.
This modern generation has a
peculiar conception of what constitutes a pleasant evening. For
Instance, about ninety-five percent
of the young men and women In
northern Kentucky and Cincinnati
think that they have spent a
"glorious evening" when they have
jammed themselves together, several thousand strong, on the four
decks of the "Island Queen" ("the
largest inland pleasure boat In the
world," you are immediately assured by northern Kentuckians and
Clnclnnatlans), and then taking
part In a four-hour orgy of stomping on each other's feet to the
primitive rhythm of some barbarians' "Jazz." The closest comparison we can find to packed dance
floor of the "Island Queen" is that
annual social monstrosity we call
the Junior Prom.
Have been wondering about my
emotions on commencement day.
You know that even to this hardboiled age college seniors still hold
sentimental Illusions. Even as. a
freshman, sophomore, and Junior,
I have always experienced a quavering sensation of sadness while
watching the academic procession.
I hate to speculate at the degree
of my emotions as a member of
that procession this year....Say
what you will about "school spirit"
being no more than a fallacy, you
cant help but feel wistful at the
prospects of ^leaving your alma
mater. Four ■ years to an Institution that monopolized the most
formative years of your life is
bound to leave Its indelible mark.

By KELLY CLORE **
"Come on!
Let's have some
runs I" shouted a six-foot, two Inch,
185-pound blond, who was coaching
at fust base for the Model High
playground ball team. The likeable
chap was none other than the coach
of the team, an Eastern student and
the recipient of a trip to the Olympic Games in Germany, Roy Pille.
"It's the biggest thrill I ever had
to my life", the former Dayton High
School ath]ete said when he was
questioned about his coming trip.
He added, "I hope I can repay in
some small way what Eastern has
done for me. It surely will mean
a lot to me."
Here coach Pule excused himself
and went over to speak.,to the next
batter, and one couldn't help but
feel proud of knowing a feljow who
was chosen as one of twenty seven
to the United States to represent
our nation In Germany at the International physical education meeting.
The American Physical Education
Association is taking care of the
boys' transportation and the German government is entertaining
them when they reach Europe.
"I am to arrive In New York
City, July 10, and will remain there
for five days before sailing'', Roy
stated when he had returned to his
Interviewer, "and we are to return
home by the fifth of September."
During his stay, the Eastern senior
will go on a tour through France,
Switzerland, and Denmark.
Pille has been quite active in
sports while in college.
In his
freshman year he took part in football, basketball, and track.
For
three years he has been a member
of the varsity grid team. Roy has
been secretary of the E club two
years and Is now secretary-treasurer

of the Caduceus club, and president
of the Men's dormitory council. He
Is also a laboratory assistant to
biology.
When Pille had pleasantly answered the queries shot at him, he
quickly turned his attention to bia
ball team. "There's a great bunch
—those boys out there," he declared,
"look at' that kid hit. He's always
la the game." .... and Roy is generally in the game, too—no matter
what he undertakes. Perhaps that
Is one of the reasons he'll be seeing
the Olympic Games this summer,
while the rest of us will be content
to read It to the newspapers.

Gloriette Beauty
Shop
All Kinds of Beauty Culture
and Permanent Waves.
Your Patronage Solicited
Phone 681
VULCAN IRVINE
LADIES' * MEN'S TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing,
Made In Richmond
215 Mam St

Dr. T. J. Turley
■ DENTIST
Office Masonic Bldg.

Phone 2*0

Mother's Day Special
ONE $3.00 PHOTOGRAPH
(from your Milestone negative)
IN

A

$2.00

FRAME,

All for $3.50

The McGaughey Studio

Never let It be said that this department has neglected the best
campus poets in our Love Lyric
contest. We admit that some of
the local genius has been left out
a bit. We hope that the following
drooltogs will help ameliorate matters.
Though my cloak may academic be
And my manner pedagogic,
My tastes to lovely co-eds run,
And my creed is freshman logic.
By Mr. Thomas Stone
Folks wonder at my powers, At what girls see in me.
If they all knew my secret,
What a busy man I'd be!
By Allle Wallace
Moral for today: If you must
borrow do it from a pessimist. He
doesn't expert to get the money
back anyway.

ADVANCED MUSICIANS
TO GIVE MAY RECITAL
On Monday evnlng, May 4, at
eight o'clock at the Brock auditorium, an interesting and varied program of vocal and instrumental
music will be given by the several
advanced students of the music department.
Those taking part are: Katherine
Prather, Jane Oilve Hendren, Virginia Ruth Arnold, Margaret Culton,
Ruth Walker, Flora Kennamer,
Thomas Bonny, Edwin Barnes,
Nancy Covington, and Margaret
Neale.
O
TO GIVE GARDEN PARTY
Miss Mary Burrier will entertain
students who are majors and minors
in home economics, as well as students from her classes tonight with
a garden party at the home of Miss
Melton.
Other members of the
home economic faculty will be
guests. Mrs. H. L. Donovan will be
an honored guest.

SANDALS with an
Oriental Influence
Have you seen our new sandals and play shoes
witn their enchanting touches of the Orient?
You'll be delighted with the new patterns,
fresh and different—Fashion's latest innovations.
A wide selection of leathers in white and colors and many fabric creations to choose from.
Stop in and see them ... at $1.98 you'll want
several pairs.

E. V. ELDER
HOME OF FINE FEATHERS HOSIERY

Mother's Day • • ..May 10
C^Cunnally's Candy of the South
Orders Delivered or Mailed on Request

Free
Free
Luncheonette
Special

at

With each Sandwich or Salad
purchased SaUrday, May 2, Mrs.
Cosby will fire a phfte of delicious

Perry's Drug
Store

Angel Food Cake
Free
Free

A
Good
Place

To
Trade

Tennis Balls and Rackets at

At-Special Prices
Parker Mountain Pens
Cosmetics — Perfumes
We

Appreciate Your
Business.

BEGLEY'S DRUG STORE
PHONE 666
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Northern Kentucky during their
holidays. IRVAN SANFORD, EDDY
EICHER, and GEORGE SCHARF
all found a huge welcome sign on
the different door steps of a few
, and now It af f oras me great high school girl's homes. Many of
Miss Nancy Mitchell, who attendENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
ed school here last year but is now pleasure to be able to Introduce those present went for the moonThe Eastern Progress has received going to the University of Kentucky, to you the one and only of its kind light boat ride on the steamer Isofficial word that Miss Mary Elston, was a guest on the campus over the that ever attended tne "friendly land Queen. Before the boat left
college."
It is none other than the wharf, GEORGE MARTIN and
foimer associate editor of the Prog- week-end.
less and graduate in the class of
Miss Shirley Herron, of Irvine, re- Watabig Snoop, that famous mem- JACK BRESSLER had each secured
1934, has been betrothed to Mr. cently visited Miss Katherine Pra- ber of the firm of Snip, Snap, Snipe, a blond for themselves.
HELEN
Roger N. Baker, of Wheatley, Ky. ther.
and Snoop, worlo. lenown lor their 3CHORLE had picked a couple
Mr. Bak;r is a I raveling agent for
Miss Louise Larkin spent the methods of getting and dishing out whom she could chaperone for the
the Merchants Creamery Co.,. Of week-end
ulrt." Mister Snoop.
rest of the evening, and JEAN VIRIn Paris.
Cincinnati.
Mister Chairman, ijadles, Gentle- GIN with JIMMY ROGERS found
Mrs.
Emma
Y.
Case
entertained
• • •
the men who work in Memorial and men, and faculty memoers; it is a a secluded spot on the top deck of
P. T. A MEETING
the girls who work in Burnam and dlstlnquished honor for me to once the boat where they, could spoon.
The annual election of officers of Sullivan Halls at breakfast in the again be ab]e to appear on this pro- CHARLE8 WARNER, who was
P. T. A. was held at the University recreation room at Burnam Hall on gram. My presence here is brought standing on the top deck snubbing
building of Teachers College Thurs- Sunday morning, April 26, at 8:00 about through special permission 01 all his friends including me, almost
day afternoon. Mrs. Douglas Chen- o'clock.
the copyright owners, and for this got part of his nose taken off when
ault was elected president: Miss
Entire stock of black, brown, and reason my comments will necessarily he held it so high that it scraped
Virginia Story, vice president; Mrs. navy hats reduced. One lot at $1.00 be limited.
However all you the paint on the low girders of the
Meredith J. Cox, secretary, and Mrs. Louise Hat Shop In McKee Store.
"frails" and "scamps" were warned, bridge under which the boat passed
Burt Johnson, treasurer.
Messrs. Si Farley and Hubert Cox and I therefore hope you are pre- after having left the wharf. Soon
After the business session, presid- visited in Irvine over the week-end. pared for the fireworks.
after this BONNIE APPLEGATE
ed over by Mrs. James J. Shannon,
dragging LEONARD
'i ne last tune I appeared on this was seen
Arriving
Daily,
white
and
pastel
reports were given by Mrs. M. J. hats *1.95 and up—Louise Hat program I was run out, 01 town alter STAFFORD to the top deck, and
Cox on the district meeting at Bryuaving my auaience appiaua so they must have stayed there the rest
ant's Station and by Mrs. Shannon Shoppe In McKee Store.
wuuiy tnat tne majority ot tnose of the evening 'because everyone
Misses
Lucille
Creech
and
Beulah
on the state meeting in Louisville.
present neard Mister Van reursem missed them until they got off the
Bowles
and
Messrs.
Morris
Creech
Two numbers, directed by Gordon
JIMMY
orop ms baton. Wnen tne group 01 boat three hours later.
Nash and Harold Rigby, were played and Lloyd Goodlett attended the people neard of my escape, tney De- HART had enticed a Model High
by the high school band, both of state Christian Endeavor convention came so terrifiea tnat numerous Senior to pay Cincinnati a visit for
which will be played in the state in Danville Saturday. April 225.
three days and they were seen enMiss Bessie Baumgardner was a iiotous things took place.
contest in May. An interesting talk
Joying the festivities of the evening
Weil,
tne
mihtla
are
on
the
scene,
guest
on
the
campus
the
past
weekwas made by Miss Issle D. Million
aboard the Island Queen. CHARana
consequently
tne
tawing
Cirend.
on "The Richest Child is Poor
Miss Dorothy Tyng, Louisville, cle of Burnam Hall ask tnat I at- LES FARRIS once again deserted
Without Music."
spent the week-tnd with her tempt to stir up some excitement his Eastern College Girls, (this time
» • •
on tne campus. 1 certainly got away it was BONNIE STEVENS) and
mother, Mrs. Gladys Tyng.
SQUntES-CALLAWAY
Misses Margaret OTXmnell and witn murder when during my last celebrated his annual date with
Mr. and Mrs. RicTiard Dean Elizabeth Collins were guests of Mr. appearance I scandalized my bo&>, JUNE BRUNSON by taking her on
Squires, of Whitesburg, announce and Mrs. Robert Rankin in Louis- uue old stooge who biue pencils the moonlight. Other notables were
the engagement of their daughter, ville for the spring vacation.
most of my oiferings) so thereiore seen on the boat and In Northern
Evadean, to Mr. John Burford CalMiss Evelyn Newell spent the L not oniy aeaicate tms oit 01 irasn Kentucky during their leave of ablaway, son of Mr. and Mrs. Enness spring vacation at her home in to its equivalent whlcn is my DOSS sence from the campus. LOUIS
Rcss Callaway, of Charleston, W. iCincinnati.
i.urt«uu ( til tier ) Mi^ti r.i .Soil. EICH spent many hours with her
Va. and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Robert Freeburg, University out I think it appropriate to tirst big moment. ALMA REESE spent
The wedding will take place late of Mr.
Kentucky, was the guest of Mr. teil of some of his acnievements be- most of her time with her guardian
in June at Whitesburg.
Pllle on the campus, Saturday. lore evening up a few old scores when she and LON DORSEY had a
The above announcement will ba Roy
Mr. James Burnette of Shelby- witn some of you other hoodlums. quarrel about another girl with
read with interest here where the villo
was in Richmond to attend its like this. Eastern took her an- whom he was seen promenading the
bride made her home for a number
the
Little
Theatre Club dance Sat- nual Easter season tour to Louis- upper deck of the excursion boat.
of years. She is a graduate of Easturday evening.
ville and Cincinnati, and many NORBERT RECHTIN, who sorely
ern Teachers College.
Miss Wllma Mae Wagner spent tilings happened when Eastern goes missed the company of a certain
• • •
the week-end in Hamilton
traveling. Old Snoop was In Rich- faculty nurse, and whose singing
CECILIAN CLUB NOTES
Miss Ernestine Davis, Covlngton, mond, Louisville , and Northern does not go over nearly as well in
Mrs. Henry Lutes and Miss Jane
was
the
week-end
guest
of
Miss
Kentucky busily engaged in getting N. Ky., as it does on the campus,
Campbell of Teachers College were Meredith Lowry on the campus.
material for this column, so "hyar found himself playing the part of
hosts to the, Cecillan Club Friday
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Dorris have it Is."
the lone wolf whenever his sister
afternoon meeting in recreation
returned from a short trip to ChatMARTHA MAE or her visitor did
hall.
DONALD
MICHELSON
playing
Tenn.
not come *to his rescue.
It is
Mrs. Lutes led the program, pre- tanooga,
the
part
of
Hercules
in
Louisville
_
o
senting her pupils""as well as Miss
attempted to cleanse tne Seelbach rumored that J4ELVA RICHARDCampbell's, on the strings. Those Textile Class Takes a
Hotel "stables" (a popular bar). SON and WILLIAM BENNETT atwho took part were Misses Dorris
his vacation from the cam- tended the social activities in NorthTrip to Berea Weavers During
and Flora Kennamer, Ruth Walker,
pus, he spent most of his time rav- ern Kentucky together in spite of
Louise and Elizabeth Culton and
The class in textiles under the ing about a certain Thelma, but in the fact that BILL'S Depauw UniMary Joseph Leeds.
lnstructorship of Miss Diz, made spite of his activity, he found time versity girl was at her home In
a field trip to Berea to observe the to "entertain" a certain prominent Covlngton at the time. Rivaling
Miss Edith Allington visited in weaving Industry, on April 23. They professor from one of the colleges this affair is the romance of THOMNewport over the week-end.
visited the Churchill Weavers and in the mountains.
(Speaking of AS SCOTT and NANCY COVINGMr. Frank McKinney, former stu- the Fireside Industries, the latter Thelma makes me wonder If BER- TON. Many people from Southern
dent here, visited his sister, Miss weavery being a Berea College In- BER TARTER Is still getting those Kentucky elope to Newport annually
Mattie Lou McKinney.
dustry.
telegrams winch say, "I Love You," and this romance sort of has me
and which are signed by a myster- guessing because they were seen in
ious Thelma, Now let us all sym- the vicinity of the Newport Courtpathize with SALLEE because she house. Draw your own conclusions.
Other news which I have conturned out to be such a dunce.)
Good old Louisville.
BEULAH cerning Easternltes was acquired by
JOY
CLARK and EDMOND HESSER traveling thither and yon.
raised their "whoopee" at the Club BAILEY is the main reason why
Madrid. BEULAH drank her but- LOUISE HUGHES spends many of
termilk while EDMOND drank his her nights waiting in vain for Mischocolate malted, and occasionally ter Stone to pay her a visir He
they held hands or danced. (Gosh, even breaks a date with LOUISE
what excitement!) WALTER HOL- If JOY gives him the privilege of
DEN thought that because of her taking her out on the same night
size, MARY LAUBISCH would have that he promised to take out LOUa large washing to do the following ISE. RONALD SHARP has been
day so he proceeded to hand her seen With BESSIE BAUMGARDNER
the longest and strongest line im- recently, and we are perplexed when,
aginable.
JACK HUGHES and we try to Imagine what happened
Women's LowCutWhite
LUCILLE CASE spent most of their to ZACK RICE. VHIGINIA WINtime window shopping for furniture. TERS and ED. McCONNELL re(Will
someone
please
inform cently were separated for an evenLOUISE "SADIE" BALDEN that ing when they utilized a few hours
A RemmkmhU Vdme!
she lost JACK because of some wo- by dating their old "flames."
Now I wish to warn you that the
men's customers during Leap Year,
and that it would be best for her mere fact that your name has not
to use the same tactics In fighting been mentioned Is no sign that in
back?) MARGARET LOWE was up the future it won't be, and also I
to her old tricks when she kept the wish to thank you for your kind
AWofl
hM of white calf
telephone wires hot by calling for attention. I now turn the meeting
. at tfaia few price!
OAKLEY LANHAM every five minParteialad and cutest far east
utes, but OAKLEY always managed back to Mister Chairman, who will
ll Continental heel.
(A brief Interval during
to be busy and could not speak to
Ut No. »«5
her. (He was busily engaged in see. which time Mister Snoop has esing a picture at the Strand Theater caped and the audience has been
with another girl, but MARGARET turned Into a turmoil.)
»•■-, . ,
Full-fashioned
never did find this out.)
ALMA
*J
BEST had better luck than MARGARET LOWE, and after considerable persuasion, ALMA finally enSheer, Ringlets Chiffons
ticed THOMAS BONNEY to take
her for an
automobile ride.
THOMAS rented a machine, but In
order to cut down expenses he drove
Richmond, Kentucky
the auto backwards on the outFRIDAY, MAY 1ST.
skirts of Louisville because the mileExquisitely sheer and flne, absoage did not register when the car Warner Bros. Most Dramatic Revelutely ringWs and every pair
went that way.
lation Since "I Am A Fugitive"
top quality! Silk to the picot
Besides all these things that took
tops. New colors. Sites 8H-10H.
"ROAD GANG"
place, many oddities occurred in
With
Donald
Woods, Kay Linaker,
Louisville. . WALTER HEN8LEY
Carlyle Moore, Jr.
celebrated his wedding anniversary
Very Short, Snug
for the third time. LEONARD
SATURDAY, MAY 2ND.
STIVERS entertained some patrons
Open 10:00 A. M.
of one of the noted hotels in Louisville by doing the world renown A Sane Fighter of the West Goes
Into Two-Gun Action
bubble dance in a most conspicuous
Sheer! Ceol! Prectical!
JOHN WAYNE in
location. "SCABE" H. A. HUGHES,
better known as "PLAYBOY" cele- THE LAWLESS NINETIES'
brated by drinking two Coca Colas, Serial, Buck Jones in 'Roaring West'
smoking a cigarette, and staying
Chapter No. 11.
awake until ten o'clock Poor, dumb,
and
innocent
CLAYTON
LUCAS
SUNDAY. MAY 3RD.
The Ideal pantie for summer
was confined to his h*d «s ft rrsiil'
wear. Of shear combed cotton
"BRIDES
ARE LIKE THAT"
"f the shock he received when he
with lasts* at top and around
saw
a
building
"every
bit
as
high
leg* to assure a smooth fit.
as seventeen stories," and got to
ride on an elevator for the first time
MONDAY, MAY
in his life.
"8KYBOUND*
CHARLES BIT.T.ERMAN was out
Running for MARSHALL NEY and With Eddie Nufent, Lloyd Hughes,
RICHARD EVANS because they
Grant Withers.
would not give him a chance to bPENNEY COMF
1 o p <
TUESDAY, MAY 5TH.
near Miss Murphy when her other
guardian deserted her.
"MURDER ON A BRIDLE
Numerous Eastern! tes went to
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MODEL HIGH NEWS
By Joseph Owens
ESTABLISH i II CLUB
The Model High 4-H Club meets
every Thursday morning at 10
o'clock in the University Building
and is sponsored by Professor
Bryant, mathematics teacher of the
school.
During the past years, the 4-H
Club had made a good record. It
sent a demonstration team to the
Junior Week, -where It won second
place in the contest. Every year
since the club's organization it has
sent a representative to the state
stock Judging contest, from which
one of its representatives traveled
to Chicago to try for higher honors.
All Indications point to a very
successful club this year.

ORGANIZES SOFT BALL TEAMS
The "H" division qf the physical
education class of Model High has
been divided into three diamond
ball teams to engage in Intramural
contests for the next five weeks
and will be coached by Rome
Rankin.
The names of the teams and
their respective captains are The
Wahoos, Joseph Dunn; The Hellbenders, Joseph Owens; The Jail
Birds, Drexel Hendren.
At the end of the five-week season, the two high ranking teams
will play off a three-game series
SENIOR HIGH DRAMATIC CLUB to determine the champion team.
Mnhe«52** M^HlKn dramatic
Club meets each Thursday for one
STOCKERS BARBER
hour. The club has thirty memSHOP
bers and is divided into five groups.
Be
well
barbered
at Stockers
Leaders for each of these groups
Barber Shop.
SnSBCted at the ""Stoning of X
HAIR CUTS
30c
S2?*^ These groups prepare
SHAVE
ttt
McKee Basement
them in the High School Assembly
Cl^ JTfv, the Model Dramatic
Club won the state trophy in the

CALENDAR

Saturday, May 2-Preliminaries Or-

AKSUST*

Gajnnode Hole

79

mm®N

PANTIES

25

Hlra

"' *«*

Picture Show. Brock Auditorium.
"15 p. m.
W P A
°f!??
day in °i
Roark; Hall - P«>J«to. all
Monday, May 4-RichmDnd Day parade by student body
Student Voice Recital, auditorium.
7 P- m.
Wednesday. May 6-Flnals of Oratorical Contest, chapel hour.
Weekly broadcast, 4 p m
Da' May 8~Hieh Sch0°I Senior
Saturday May 9 - Interclass track
and field meet, 2 p. m
Motion Picture Show, auditorium,
7:30 p. m.
10 p. m.
o,ayK ,May 12-World Affairs
Club dinner, recreaatlon room
5:30 p. m.
Wednesday, May 13-Wcekly broadcast, 4 p. m.
Friday. May 15-Dr. Crabbe and
chapel hour.
Children's piano recital, auditorium, 7:30 p. m.
Junior Promenade, small gym, 9-1.

Crosby Square
Fine Shoes
The Kind You Like

S*£S*&
Smart Styles

Main At Second

TYPEWRITERS
I?*.— °r SS *"

m ke8

*

* typewriters. Using a good typewriter

LOW RENTAL RATES TO STUDENTS

Standard Typewriter Co.
L. S. SMITH AND CORONA TYPEWRITERS
West Short Street
(Opposite Courthoue)
Lexington, Kentucky

SPECIAL
MANICURE
SHAMPOO AND FINGER WAVE
$3.50 PERMANENT WAVE
$5.00 PERMANENT WAVE __"_
$7.50 PERMANENT WAVE ....

50c
""tor" $3 00
--—tor *MW
$406
ll'Z

CLAY FACIAL
»•-* teZZIlJK
LA ROSE BEAUTY SHOP
MISS VICTORIA CRANE, Operator.
Ov-r Bloom f:eld

Phone 1064

COLOR IS BRIGHT NEWS IN

Handbags

49c
to

98c
Imagine doeskin bags
in the blue of Summer skies ... the coral
of the South Seas . . .
the greens of springtime. That's what you
will find in this group
... and that's what
you'll want. In brown,
bak, r.avy and white
too. ,

PENNEY'

Eastern Students
Always Welcome
AT
Stockton '* Drug Store

Envelopes

PATH"

Top Handles

With
James Gleason, Helen Broderlck

And Pouches

WEDNESDAY, MAY 6TH.
John Boles — Barbara Stanwyck
Wallace Beery In

"A MESSAGE TO GRACD3"
8 P. M. AMATEUR CONTEST
THURSDAY, MAY 7TH.
All to Color!

THE TRAIL OF THE
LONESOME PINE"
With 8yMa 8 Idney, Fred Mae Murray, Henry Fonda, Fred Stone,
Spooky McFarUnd.

I

TUC

SHOE S
Strap PUMP

comedy division of the state tour-'
nament and several of the Model
performers were named on the allstate team.

KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES

d
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Spring Sport Schedules Are Inaugurated
BASEBALL AND Henri Schnabl to EASTERNMOST
GOLF SQUADS Head Music Camp TO 1937 MEET
K. I. A. C. Tournament to be
SUCCESSFUL
Conducted at Weaver
Tennis Team Meets Stiff
Opposition As Track
Squad Preps For
First Meet
NETTERS

MEET

UNION

Baseball, tennis, golf, and track
schedules have been announced by
Mr T. E. McDonough, director of
athletics at Eastern Teachers College.
The baseball team which opened
its regular schedule two weeks ago
has won four of the five games
they have played. They split a
two game series with the University of Indiana, defeated the University of Louisville and Lincoln
Memorial University two times.
Nine meets have been carded for
the tennis team. Th^ nttters
opened their season last Saturday
when they were defeated by the
strong Berea squad. According to
a decision reached by the KIAC
heads at Louisville the state tennis
tournament will not be held.
Pour golf matches, remain to be
played* by the golf team, including
the state meet at Louisville. The
first match was tied with the University of Louisville.
The field and track team wiU
have two meets, including a triangular meet at Centre and the
state meet at Louisville. Prospects
are bright for the track team to
have a successful track season.
The complete schedule follows:
Baseball
May 7—Lincoln Memorial.
May 9—Morehead, there.
May 13—Morehead, here.
May 18—Western, here.
May 22—Louisville, there.
May 23—Western, there.
Tennis
April 30—Centre, there.
May 2—Union, here.
May 5—Louisville, here.
May 11—Berea, there.
May 15—Western, there.
May 16—Louisville, there. ■•'
May 22—Western, here.
May 23—Centre, here.
Golf
May 8—Centre, here.
May 9—Louisville, there.
May 15-16—State Meet at Louisville.
May 22—Centre, there.
Track and Field
May 8—Interclass Meet.
May 11—Triangular Meet at Centre.
May 23—State Track Meet at
Louisville.
O

Henri Schnabl, director of Portsmouth, Ohio, bands, will be In
charge of the band and orchestra
during Eastern's first summer music
camp for high school students to be
held June 8 to July 10.
The Portsmouth band, directed by
Mr. Schnabl, won Its fourth Ohio
state championship In five years at
the band and orchestra contests held
in Columbus this week. His orchestra received a rating of excellent.
Mr. Schanbl's band will compete
in the national band contest in
Cleveland May 14 to 16.
Director of Portsmouth," Ohio,
bands since 1926, Mr. Schnabl has
had a wide training and experience
in music, both in Germany and In
this country. In addition to directing the Eastern summer music
camp band he will give private Instruction in band and orchestra instruments to camp members.

TRACK TEAM
PLANS MEET
To Hold Interclass Meet on
May 9, to Determine
Starters
SIX

Eastern Golf Team
Ties U. of L. 9-9-1
The Eastern golf team opened
the season on Saturday, April 25,
on the local course and played to
9-9 tie with the University of Louisville.
Garrad Rawllngs of Eastern, with
a 73, one over par, defeated Morris, Louisville, 2 V* to V4. Ben Robinson of Eastern, with a 77, defeated Helm, 2-1, and the best ball
went to Eastern three ways in the
first foursome. ,
Paul Tierney, Eastern, undoubtedly met the toughest competition
of the day with Selman, U. of L.,
who turned In a score of one under par. He defeated Tierney 2%
to hi. Gilllatt, of Louisville, defeated Jake Greenwell, 3-0, and
the best ball went to the Louisville
second quartet 2-1.
Eastern will play three matches
this coming week.

,

o

Rockcastle, (Aub
Plans to Entertain
Rockcastle county students will
be entertained on Tuesday afternon, May 5, at 4:30 o'clock, by
their sponsors, Miss Ellen Pugh
and Mrs. Janet Murbach, at the
home of the former, 432 Breck
avenue. At this meeting plans will
be made for assisting in the entertainment of high school seniors
from the county who will be guests
the college on May 8. Mrs. Murbach and Miss Pugh. spent April
28 in the county and have contacted all the seniors In this section.

VETERANS

BACK

The Eastern track aspirants will
hold an lnter-class track meet Saturday, May 9, to select the varsity
team that will represent the school
at Danville, May 11, In a triangular
meet with Centre and Georgetown.
Prospects for this year's team are
very favorable because there are
six veterans and several other promising athletes. The veterans are:
Don Michelson who holds third In
the state pole vault; Harry Tudor,
who won the state championship his
freshman year In the 100 and 220
yard dash; Alva Heare, who won the
state championship as a freshman
In 1934 for the two mile run, in
record time; Doc Williams, who has
excelled In the 100 and 220 yard
dashes; Joe Jenkins, who has shown
up in the pole vault; and Paul McGlnnes, who has done well in the
quarter mile.
Candidates for the various positions on the varsity track squad are:
Javelin, Limb, Lund and O. King;
Discus, Briton, Limb, Lund, and DKing; Shot Put, Briton, O. King;
Pole Vault, Michelson, Jenkins;
Broad Jump, Killen; 100 yard dash,
Williams, Tudor; 220 yard dash, Tudor, Tincher, Williams; 440 yard
dash, Williams, Michelson, McGlnnis, Tincher; 880 yard dash, Williams, Warner, Michelson; Mile Run,
Warner, Taylor; 2 mile run, Heare;
880 yard relay, Tincher, Tudor, Williams; Mile Relay, Michelson, McGinnie, Tincher; High Hurdles,
Pulkerson.
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Uhe Viewpoint

By KELLY CLORE
The Eastern baseball team is fulfilling the pre-season expectations.
It is true that they lost one of the
University of Indiana but It must
be remembered that this is one ot
the best teams in the Big Ten.
Voshell, Culelwell, Settle and DeMolsey are the big four in Eastern's
batting lineup so far this season.
Each of these is hitting well over
the .700 mark and they have a combination average of .407.

Outdoor Theater to
Seat 3500 Persons

Speaking of hitting, Charley Bry.
ant thrilled the spectators with a
hard three-base smash in the L. M.
U. game. It was Charley's first safe
blow of the season and It was off
his old manager of last summer,
Work on the amphitheater at Eas. Charles Stevenson.
tern Ky. State Teachers College Is
Stevenson, a former Maroon
moving forward rapidly. The structure Is one of the many WPA pro- player, is not only pitching for the
ject* now In the process of comple- L. M. U. nine but he is also the
tion in Kentucky. It will cost the coach of that team. Steve said it
federal government a total of $5,- was great to see all his friends here
387. Of this amount $333 will be at Eastern again.
spent for materials and $5,034 for
Bryant was pitching under a great
labor.
Up to date 1014 man months of handicap in the Louisville fray. He
wrok have been provided for the un- had a mashed finger on his pitchemployed men of Richmond. The ing hand and It was quite botherproject was begun on December 20, some. However, he won the game,
1935, and Is due to be completed although he wasn't up to bis usual
sometime this spring. The college high standard of twirling.
authorities are planning to dediThe golf team began its season
cate the structure early in the sumSaturday with a tie game with the
mer.
of Louisville while the
This amphitheater will seat about University
tennis
team
beaten by the Be3500 people and will be the center rea netmen. was
The Mountaineers are
of • cultural and recreational activreputed to have one of the strongest
ities of the college during the warm tennis
teams in the commonwealth.
season of the year. Assembly programs, plays, lectures, band conA rousing ball game was played
certs, vesper programs, and com- here
Saturday when the Model Hi
mencement exercises are among the Softball
team outslugged a picked
many things that will be presented
team to the tune of 10 to 7. If you
to the student body and the public want
to see some real enthusiasm
in this open air theater.
manifested, attend one of these
O
games. There is plenty of rooting
going on at one of these contests.

Installation Held
By Kappa Delta Pi

The Installation of the officers
of the Delta Alpha chapter of the
EASTERN GRADUATE IS Kappa Delta PI, national honorary
society, for the coming
COUNTY SCHOOL HEAD education
year was held last evening In the
Recreation Room of Burnam Hall.
Mrs. Nell Guy McNamara, Eas- Miss Helen Kaiser, Oovlngton, was
tern graduate in the class of 1934, installed as president and Kelly
was elected superintendent of the Clore, Burlington, was made viceMontgomery county schools last president of the society.
Saturday at a. call meeting of the The other officers are Martha
board of education. Mrs. McNa- culton, recorder and treasurer:
mara will succeed Mrs. Mollle D. Bam Beckley, historian, and Kitty
Wells, who has held the office for< Halcomb, reporter. After the Infive yean.
stallatlon service the club wai
The new superintendent has at- given a party by M. E. Mattox.
tended state tearchers colleges at The society presented a chapel
Morehead, Bowling Green, and Eas- program last week with Daily Turtern, where she received an A. B. ner presiding. ' Dr. W. J. Moore
and a B. S. 'degree, and the Uni- gave a brief history ot the organiversity of Kentucky, where she did zation and Kelly Clore and Evelyn
Newell discussed the four major
post-graduate work.
Mrs. McNamara Is the wife of L. Ideals of Ui* fraternity. Mr. Clore
A. McNamara, who was, formerly spoke on "Service and Science,"
connected with the Bell Telephone While Miss Newell had for her topic
'Fidelity to Humanity and Toll."
Company of this city.

Two Game Series Made Sweep
As Hembree Men Go On
Batting Spree to
Win by 12'to 3

23

Eastern State Teachers College
was awarded the 1936 Kentucky Intercollegiate Basketball Championship Tournament at a meeting of
the K. L A. C. Wednesday, April
15, at the Seelbach in Louisville.
The tournament was staged at
Western last year and in 1934.
Louisville conducted the tournament in "33 and prior to that it
was held at Winchester by Kentucky Wesleyan.
A committee composed of Ed
Kubale of Centre, Dick Bacon of
Union and Bob Evans of Georgetown was appointed to study athletic associations of Indiana and
Tennesseoe, looking toward a possible change in the status of the
Kentucky group.
The annual track and field meet,
turned down by Berea, was accepted by Centre College and May
23 was set as the date lor it. The
tennis championship, which has
been conducted in conjunction with
the track event, was abolished. A
committee composed of T. E. McDonough of Eastern, Evans and R.
O. Qulmby of Berea was named to
conduct the track meet.
The annual golf championship,
sponsored by the University of
Louisville, was set for May 15 and
16.
Mr. McDonough, S. I. A. A. district chairman, explained that
freshmen in college would be permitted to take part In all minor
varsity sports, Including' golf, tennis, baseball, boxing, wrestling, and
swimming.
Those present at the meeting
reached a "gentleman's agreement"
not to prevent any player from
taking part in the basketball tournament after the drawing had been
held.
Carl "Swede" Anderson, Western
athltitlc chief, was selected as president of the association and George
Downing of Morehead was made
vice-president. Ditto, coach at
Wesleyan, was -named secretary.
O

The Eastern baseball nine were
victorious In two games which were
played with the University of Louls>
ville and Lincoln Memorial University, respotlvly. The Maroons nosedout the Cardinals 9 to 8 and defeated the lincolnmen 8 to 3.
O

ART KASSEL TO PLAY
AT C0RB1N MONDAY
''Shin-digging" to the distinctive
melodies of one of the nation's foremost dance bands will be in order
when Art Kassel's celebrated "Kassels in the Air" orchestra furnishes
the lyrics for a dance in Corbin.
Monday, May 4.
Fortunate, indeed, are Eastern
and Central Kentucklans to have
the privilege of dancing to a band
so universally famous. Art Kassel's
music has been featured on NBC
Elgin Watch program for the past
year, and his dance engagements
have included the Hotel New Yorker, the Netherland Plata, and the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.

MAROONS KEEP Author Is Heard
RECORD CLEAN In Chapel Speech
AS TAKE LMU

FOURTH STRAIGHT WIN

Henri Schnabl, above, will direct
the activitie of Eastern's first summer music camp for high school
students. Mr. Schnabl has wide experience in band work both In Germany and in this country.

MRS. ADAMS
IN ASSEMBLY
Professor of Foreign Language Heard by Students in
Eastern Chapel
"PHILOSOPHY"

SUBJECT

Philosophy Is by no means wisdom, it is the love of wisdom," said
Mrs. Mabel Pollltt Adams, professor of foreign languages at Eastern
Teachers College, In an address on
philosophy" last Wednesday at the
college assembly hour. "Of all the
things that can guide ones life
nothing Is more adequate than the
love of wisdom," she continued.
Speaking of the influence of some
of the great philosophers and
teachers such as Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle, Mrs. Adams stated:
"We cannot be aware of the influence of fine teaching, otherwise
we would do something about It.
You cannot pay a good teacher too
much, and I don't think you can
pay a poor teacher too little.
"The United States has a crime
bill of fourteen billion dollars and
an education bill of two billion. If
we were to follow a law laid down
by Plato exactly 2,400 years ago
we would not be paying seven
times as much for crime as we are
for education."
Mrs. Adams discussed briefly the
early Greek philosophers who were
interested in speculation on the
universe, the later . metaphysical
philosophers, the moral philosophers such as Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle, and the philosophers of
the individual life, Epicurus, Epictttus, and others.
O

The Lincoln Memorial University
lads stayed over for an unscheduled
game with the Eastern baseball
team Tuesday, but again were not
able to match hits with the men of
Coach George Hembree. Eastern
won the contest by 12 to 3.
During the melee four home runs
were poled by the Maroons and
another hit, a single, went for a
homer when the ball eluded an outfielder. Coach Hembree substituted
frequently In the latter stages of
the game and gave all of his men a
trial.
The Maroons started early on
Barker, who had pitched a portion
of the game on the previous day,
and counted four times in the first.
Three more runs were scored in the
third, two in the fourth and one
in the sixth and two in the seventh.
The visitors scored, twice In the
second and once in the sixth.
Eastern's first inning barrage
started with a single by Demoisey
which went for a homer on the
centerflelder's error. Ward had
struck out to start the inning. Settle singled and Caldwell poled a
home run, scoring Settle ahead of
him. Williams walked, Roy King
walked and L. King singled scoring
Williams.
The visitors scored In the second
when Sowder was hit by Rice, Eastern pitcher, Hickam singled, Slover
was hit by the pitcher and Sowder
stole home on an error by Caldwell
on a throw In from the outfield
after Stooksbury had filed out.
Hickam scored on a fielder's choice
as Slover was out at second.
Eastern's three runs in the third
came as Settle -walked, Caldwell
singled and stole second but was
out at third as Settle scored. Williams was safe on an error, R. King
was safe on a fielders choice, and
Short singled after L. King had
rolled to the pitcher. .
The Maroons scored two in the
fourth after two were out. After
Ward had popped to second and
Demoisey was out, second to first.
Settle tripled and Caldwell hit a
homer, his second of the day.
The visitors scored in the sixth
when Crawford was safe on an error, Barker walked, Kennedy singled, scoring Crawford.
Eastern came back In the same
inning with a run after two were
out when Demoisey smashed a
home run. Again in the seventh
the Maroons scored, twice this time
on a triple by L Kang and a home
run by Bressler, batting for Savers.

Young Democrats
in Lexington Affair
The Eastern Young Democratic
Clubs will be represented at the
University Young Democratic Clubs
dinner-dance that will be given
next Tuesday evening. May .5, in
honor of Gov. A. B. "Happy"
Chandler at Lexington.
Ten other colleges • in the state
will also be represented by members of their respective Young
Democratic Clubs.
Besides Governor Chandler,
guests of honor will also include
Lieut. Gov. Keen Johnson, and
Tom Logan, state president of the
Young Democratic Clubs.
The Eastern delegation, headed
by its officers, Bob Mavity, Roy
Pllle, Dick Greenwell and Otewell
Rankin, will be composed of ten
members from the local organization.
Any other member who has not
already signed up for the dinnerdance and who wishes to attend,
please see Bob Mavity for complete
details.

State B.S^U. Holds
Annual Meet Here
. The state-wide Baptist Student
Spring- Retreat was held at Eastern
April 24-26. Members of the executive B. 8. U. Councils from U.
0f RL, Georgetown, Berea, Morehead, u. of L., and the Louisville
Baptist Theological Seminary were
present. The theme of the Retreat was. "That In all things He
may have Pre-eminence."
The principal speakers were
"Red" Fred 8mlth, devotional
leader, and Paul O. Harner, both
from the Seminary; Rev. John
Mien, returned Missionary from
Brazil: John Gordon Mien, State
ft.'8. TJ. president, Georgetown, and
Mr. Delbert Partln, president of
the local B. 8. TJ.
Informal receptions were given
by the local council Friday evening and Saturday afternoon.
The major topic of discussion was
"How Christ May Be Made Preeminent on All College Campuses."
Some highlights of the program
were an open discussion concerning
various phases of B. 8. TJ. Work,
and the problems of the many campuses.

"These bloodless biographers who
write about James Lane Allen today don't write about the James
Lane Allen I knew," said John Wilson Townsend, writer, and collector of Kentucky literature, Lexington, said in an address last Monday at Eastern Ky. State Teachers
College assembly hour on "James
Lane Allen."
He declared that critics of today
who do not understand Allen or his
generation cannot appreciate the
beauty of his works. "If you will
read the books of James Lane Allen
I think you will find them full of
satisfying beauty and I am sure
you will find them saturated with
the spirit of Kentucky,'' he said. "If
you don't read them I think you
have missed one of the finest things
that can come to Kentucklans. In
his first stories such as "The Flute
and Violin," "The Kentucky Cardinal," "The Choir Invisible," "The
Reign of Law," you will find the
finest things In Kentucky literature.

Bloomfield's

Sandals

1.99 and 2.95
TINTED FREE
Beautiful Sandals In High Cuban
or Flat Heels.
Just the shoe you will want
for "the Prom."

Everything that's New
in White.

MUWLAUNCH
NEW PROGRAM
Three-year Achievement Program Inaugurated in
County Schools
DR. SeHNIEB CHAIRMAN
The American Association of University Women in cooperation with
County Superintendent Hamilton
have inaugurated a three-year
achievement program plan for the
high schools of Madison county.
This program will consist of making
Improvements both to the physical
plants as well as to the professional
side of teaching in the county high
schools. -*Each school taking part
In the achievement program will
subscribe to an additional newspaper, set up a library system, make
a filing system, improve the grounds,
shrubbery, walks, etc., and make
general improvements in the physical appearance of the school. The
teachers in these schools, under
three-year plan, will subscribe to a
magazine in addition to the KEA
Journal, and be required to becime
a member of the NBA. They will
also be expected to spend at least
one day in the year in visiting the
other county high schools.
The A. A. TJ. W. has taken a
leading part in school improvement
in Madison county. Their threeyear achievement program comes as
an'additional function to their cultural and vocational lecture tours
in the county high schools. The
committee on Rural Education in the
Association, headed by Dr. Anna K.
Schnleb, and supported by Mi*
May Hansen, and Miss Ellen Pugh,
have worked out and executed the
county program.
The Committee on Rural Education announced that inspec^orl tours
would be made, and that at the end
of the three-year period. the schools
which have more closely conformed
to the program will be awarded metal plaque.

Knee Lenqt
SILK STOCKINGS

79 c pair
For that cool, free feeling,
you'll appreciate our Mojud
Knee-Lengths. Their snug
clasp elastic tops keep them
up smoothly and safely. They
•re Mojud Clari-phanes . ..
which means that they're
beautifully dear. Their famous Screenlite Shades,
designed by Orry-Kelly of
Hollywood, assure you of
color smartness.
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Rivers Shoe Service
FOR BETTER* RE-BUILT SHOES
Staalte BsfMinc
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